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Two types of magnet errors are considered--the random phase error (RPE), in which the phase

errors are evenly distributed along the magnet, and the random kick error (RKE), in which the

errors in the derivative of the phase are evenly distributed. We compute the reduction in

performance of both spontaneous radiation and Klgh-gain free-electron lasers for both types of

errors within the framework of 1-D free-electron laser theory.
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1. Introduction

Effects of unduhtor errors on radiationperformancehave been studiedby severalauthors [1-10].The errors

are most conveniently characterized by the phase error [6,8]

&$(~)=kj:[vZ -vm]. (1)
w

Here k = 27rAjA= radiation wavelength,z is the distancealong the undulatoraxis, Vm is the averagez-velocity

in the ideal unduhtor, o= is the average z-velocity in the presence of errors, ‘c is the scaled longitudinal

coordinate,

t=2PkUz = N/NG , (2)

where p is the Pierce parameter [11], ku = 2@U, ku = undulator period length, N = z/ku (the number of the

undulator periods), and NG = l/4rq3 is the number of undulator periods in one nominal gain length. For cases

considered here, NG >>1.

For well-optimized unduhtors corrected by suitably placed shims, the phase errors are distributed

uniformly along the unduIator with a constant rms value cr$ [8-10]. This type of error will be referred to as the

random phase error (WE). In the presence of RPE, the intensity of the spontaneous radiation in the forward

direction is reduced by the fmtor [8]

R=l-CJ02. (3)

For long undulatory, the errors could be controlled by steering corrections at regular intervals [3,5,6,7]. In

these cases, the errors’ in the phase derivative, d &$/d~,rather than the phase errors themselves, are uniformly

distributed along the undulator. For this type of error, which will be referred to as the random kick error (RKE),

the reduction in the power growth of high-gain FELs was found to be [7]

R=l .;WT, (4)

where

( +)T d&$2w=+ JOdz dT

Here the angular brackets denote ensemble average.

1
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In this paper we generalizethe aboveresults to otherscases-the r6&ctioh in spontaneousradiationfor RKE and

the reductionin high-gaingrowthfor RPE. The resultsare summarkd in Table 1.

Table 1. Reduction due to magnet errors

Random Phase Error (RPE) Random Kick Error (RKE)
3

Spontaneous radiation intensity in 1- C# 11
the forwarddireetion - ~w’t

G+2 12
High-gainFEL growthrate -~w~l-~%

2. Error types

In this section, we introduce mathematical models for the two types of errors. We suppose that the errors

originate from discrete points (such as the magnet poles), q = “(Az)j,j = 0,1,2, . . .

2.1 RPE

The mathematical model for RPE is as follows:

where {&j} is a set of independent random numbers, and we have

The function g(z) is an even function of z with a width q, normalized as

J ()g2 t dz=l.

We will assume

C%< A~<l/NG <<l.

The rms phase error o+ is given by

For the calculation in section 3, we will be dealing with the phase derivative

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(11)

and will need the following integrals:



2.2 RKE

With a set of random numbers {q] satisfyingEq. (7), the mathematicalmodel for RKE can be defined as

(13)

However, the function f(z) here is quite different from the case of RPE. It is an even function with

normalization

jf(z)d%=l. (14)

~(t)= If (#)d~’ = ~ej . (15)
j=l

In RKE, the error is conveniently characterized by the average value of the square of the phase error per gain

length W given by Eq. (5) [7]:

~=+((@(T))q=:. (16)

3. Calculation of Reduction Factors

We follow closely the method in reference [7]. The 1-D Iiee-electron laser (FEL) equation in the presence

of the phase error can be written as

da d@ dP
–-i@+ iA(~)a, —=P, x=-a.

z“ d~
(17)

Here a is the scaled field amplitude, and @ and P are the collective variables representing the phase and

momentum, respectively [11]. Note that the phase derivative A(t) = d&)/d~ appears in the FEL equation as a ‘d-

ependent detuning.

In the absence of errors, A(T)= O, the solution of Eq. (17) with initial conditions a = O, @O=0, and P = Oat

~ = O,is given by

3
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Here

(19)

are the eigenvalues. This solution rhxeribes both the spontaneous emission for z << 1 and the high gain

behavior for r21 with the leadinggrowth rate Al.

Solving E@(17) in perturbationtheory to secondorder in A,

a(z)= aO(z)[1+ @ (~)- F2(z)].

Here

(20)

The Green’s fimction @ is given by

1 3 fi.~
@(z)=---e J .

‘=1

Therefore

R= 1+(IFI(T)12)-((FZ + F2 *)) .

This is the general expression for the reduction factor.

For the error models discussed in the previous section, we insert Eq. (11) (or Eq. (13)) to obtain

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Since the function f(’c)vanishes outside a small region Id<a, <<1, the inte~ands in the above can be expanded

in z’ and <. Let us consider various cases.

For spontaneous emission z, q, z’, and T“ are all much smaller than unity. Since aJ@ = i@r+O(z4)and @(@

= 1 + 0(1$) fort <C 1, we obtain

4



For RPE, the first term in the curly bracket of Eq. (28) gives a negligiblecontribution,and the second term

can be evaluatedmakinguse of Eq. (12). The result is

N1

R=l-E2~-=1-~ S1...O+%
j=l=

For RKE, f(z) is an even function normalizedby Eq. (14). Therefore

Equations (29) and (30) give the f~st row of Table 1.

E*N Wr
.1.-7 .1-7.

(29)

(30)

In the exponential gain regime, the leading behavior is ao(~) + @O/3Al )eAlt,@ + (1/3)e~l~. Equation

(25) is then easily evaluated:

lF1(z~2 =~jf(#)d#

= O for RPE,

NE2
= — for RKE.

9
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(33)
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Colkcting these results, we obtain
,, . . .

2

R =1-~% forRPE,

=122
-qN.s =1-~W~ for RKE. (34)

Equation (33) reproducesthe secondrow of Table 1.

4. Discussion

We have computed the reduction in the spontaneous intensity and in the high-gain growth for two types of

errors, RPE and RKE. In the case of RKE, the average value of the square of the phase error per gain length W

was used as the measure of the error magnitude rather than therms phase error c+ that was used in the case of

RPE. It is possible to introduce at for RKE by, for example,

C# =(+X%-W).
n

(35)

Here, ~ is the phase error for G < z < &.l given by Eq. (15). The parameter&is determined by minimizing
*

Eq. (34). One then obtains CY02= W’r/10.
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